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A Year in Retrospect
As another year comes to a close, I thought it would be a worthwhile exercise to list what we,
as a group, have achieved and experienced over the past year.
Our monthly meetings are always well attended. We usually attract about 35 to 40 members
and their partners to our meetings. These meetings are always informative and entertaining
affairs.
We have welcomed 30 new members to our group. Sadly, over the same period 12 members
have passed away.
The group has participated in many events over the past year. These are often in our own
right and increasingly as representatives for the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia
(PCFA). Some of these latter events included manning an information booth at the Barry
Sheene Festival of Speed Historic Motorcycle races at Eastern Creek over Easter, running
the barbecue at the Wallabies training session at St Marys, running the barbecue at the
‘Mango Auction’ at Flemington markets, manning an information booth at the Hot Rod show
at Windsor.
Over the years we have participated in a number of annual events. These included the
Penrith Relay for Life (8th year of participation) The Hawkesbury Canoe Classic (9th year)
Dragon Boats at Darling Harbour (3rd year).
September, being Prostate Cancer Awareness Month, provided us with a number of
opportunities to ‘show the flag’ and help raise awareness of prostate cancer. Bunning’s
Hardware stores invited us to set up stands at all three of their stores in the Penrith area to
both publicise the disease and raise funds. These activities were coordinated by Eric Kent.
Panthers Glenbrook Bowling Club again hosted their Father’s Day family bowls tournament,
where a number of our members and friends and family enjoyed the hospitality of the club.

(Continued on Page 3)

You’re Invited !
To

The Group Christmas Party
Monday, December 20th,
2010
6-30pm
Venue:Building SWAHS2, at the
rear of car park No.3
(Our usual meeting venue)

Food, Drinks and Music
Provided.
(If you have a special treat
that you would like to share,
please bring it along
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Food for Thought
The Humble Pumpkin
The pumpkin, a member of the Cucurbita family including squash and cucumbers, got its name from
the Greek word "pepon" for large melon. Seeds (pepitas) from related plants have been found in
Mexico, dating back over 7000 years to 5500 B.C.
Many native American tribes were well aware of the pumpkin's healing properties. These included
treating burns and wounds, pumpkin seeds either fresh or dry were used as a medicine for kidney
support, a mixture of powdered squash and water was used for urinary support.
Modern folk healers believe the pumpkin to be beneficial in ridding the body of intestinal worms and
also believe the ground stem of the pumpkin brewed into a tea may help ease women during their
menstrual cycle!
Whether age old remedies have ultimate healing powers or not the nutrients present in just one
serving of pumpkin are a testament to the health benefits of this timeless fruit.
Here are the stats on what's in one cup of pumpkin puree:
Pumpkin Nutrition Facts (1 cup cooked, boiled, drained, without salt)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calories 49
Protein 2 grams
Carbohydrate 12 grams
Dietary Fiber 3 grams
Calcium 37 mg
Iron 1.4 mg
Magnesium 22 mg
Potassium 564 mgZinc 1 mg
Selenium .50 mg
Vitamin C 12 mg
Niacin 1 mg
Folate 21 mcg
Vitamin A 2650 IU
Vitamin E 3 mg

Pumpkins are 90 percent water!!
Antioxidant Rich
Beta carotene---The rich orange color is a dead give away to the nutrients present in pumpkin.
Research shows that people who eat a diet rich in beta-carotene are less likely to develop certain
cancers than those who fail to include beta-carotene-rich foods in their diet.
Loaded with Potassium ---Studies show people who have a potassium rich diet lower the risk for
hypertension. Potassium rich foods include bananas, broccoli, avocados, pomegranate and many
others.
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Zinc---Not only is zinc a major boost for your immune system, it also aids in bone density support for
people at risk for osteoporosis.
High in Fiber---Diets rich in fiber may prevent cancer, heart disease and other serious ailments.
Health Benefits
Prostate Health
There have been many stories linking the pumpkin seed to a healthy prostate. But what is so special
about these little green seeds one might ask. The protective compounds present within the seed of
the pumpkin, called phytosterols, may be responsible for shrinking the prostate. They also contain
chemicals that may prevent some transformation of testosterone into dihydrotestosterone (DHT). High
levels of DHT are associated with enlarged prostate.
For BPH (Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia or enlarged prostate) prevention, eating a handful (about 1
ounce) of shelled pumpkin seeds three times a week is recommended.
Anti-Inflammatory Benefits in Arthritis
Unlike the widely used anti-inflammatory drug indomethacin, pumpkin seeds do not increase
damaged fat levels in the lingus joints, a common side effect associated with indomethacin which
contributes to the progression of arthritis.
Great on your skin
Pumpkin contains lots of anti-oxidant vitamins A and C, as well as zinc and alpha-hydroxy-acids
which help to reduce the signs of aging.
Pumpkin has been called a ‘super food’ by some researchers who say pumpkin is actually the richest
source of carotenoids known. Carotenoids, which are deep orange, yellow or red in colour and fat
soluble substances, are found in many plants. They are nature’s way of protecting the plant and
attracting other species such as bees and birds, for pollination. In total, research has identified 600
carotenoids such as beta-carotene, lutein, lycopene, beta cryptoxanthin, alpha carotene and
zeaxanthin. Lutein and zeaxanthin are also shown to be beneficial in reducing eye problems. To date,
more than 50 carotenoids are found in pumpkin. When you consider that human breast milk only
contains 34, it is easy to see why scientists call pumpkin a ‘super food’.
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
(Continued from Page 1)
Brett Sowerby was responsible for an excellent two page spread published in the Blue Mountains
Gazette highlighting Prostate Cancer.
Alan Moran and Frank Petersen spoke to a large gathering of Outdoor Staff from Penrith Council on
prostate cancer and the following week we were requested to leave more brochures at their depot in
Kingswood.
We have provided speakers for various groups. John Kemp and Brett Sowerby recently spoke at an
information evening for a group of motorcycle riders at Wentworth Falls.
John is becoming quite an accomplished speaker. He brings humour into his talks which seem to be
well received. In addition to the above meeting, John has also spoken to church groups and recently
gave a very successful talk at a combined breast cancer / prostate cancer fund raiser at the Twin
Lakes golf club. Rodney Lowe and Frank Petersen also spoke at a men’s health night in Wollongong.
(See ‘Stop Press’ item on page 6)
Alan and Gabrielle Moran, our President and Vice President, attended the Prostate Cancer National
Conference in March. Alan also regularly participates in teleconferences with the Support and
Advocacy committee of the PCFA.
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Recent “Boating” Activities
As you may be aware our group is associated with a couple of “Boating” activities.
For the past nine years we have been involved with the running of the Hawkesbury Canoe
Classic.
This event is a major supporter of
the Arrow Foundation. The Arrow
Bone Marrow Transplant
Foundation is a charitable
foundation funding medical
research into the cause,
prevention, treatment and cure of
leukaemia and other diseases
treatable by bone marrow and
adult stem cell transplantation.
Last year alone over $130,000.00
was raised by the organisers of
the ‘classic’
The ‘Classic’ is an event for
paddlers of all ages and abilities and requires competitors to paddle, overnight, down the
Hawkesbury River, from Windsor in Sydney’s North West to Brooklyn, north of Sydney, a
distance of 111 kilometres. Our part in this event is to provide assistance in the scrutineering
of the boats to ensure that they have all the necessary safety equipment etc. on board. For
our efforts we earn about $3,000.00 to assist us in our local fund raising efforts while
promoting awareness of
Prostate Cancer.
Over the last couple of years we
have also become involved in
the sport of Dragon Boat racing.
This started in 2008 when one
of our members, Brett Sowerby,
participated in the “Dragons
Abreast” regatta at Sydney’s
Darling Harbour. The crew on
this boat was made up of ten
breast cancer survivors and ten
prostate cancer survivors.
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Dragons Abreast is an organisation
that helps breast cancer patients to
get on their feet again and regain a
full, fun and active life after treatment.
In 2009 we were invited to enter a
boat crewed entirely by prostate
cancer survivors or their immediate
family (i.e. sons). We won two races
before the event was cancelled due to
extreme weather conditions.
For 2010 we again entered a boat.
This year we were fully sponsored by
‘Pirtek’ arranged by the Prostate
Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA) (each boat entered must raise at least $2,000
sponsorship) this year Brett’s daughter, Cassie, also paddled with us.
This year the regatta was able to be successfully completed. We competed in three races, for
a fourth, a second and a third placing. We improved our time from 1min 20sec in the first race
to 1min 16sec in the second and third races. These efforts were not enough to see us
through to the final of our division. Our division (the Social Challenge Division) was won by
the team from The James Squire Tavern. This team was ‘camped’ alongside us and what a
fit looking team they were! Trim, taut bodies, rippling ‘6 pack’ stomach muscles! (And that
was just the girls!!) This team had a race time of 1min 6sec so we have a bit of catching up to
do! (At least we
defeated the boat
crewed by State
Politicians)
This was not our only
dragon boat outing this
year. In September we
were invited to compete
in a regatta at Nowra on
the Shoalhaven River.
Three of us went down
and together with
members from the
Illawarra and Goulburn
support groups we
formed a crew known as
“The Blue Blokes”. While our dragon boat paddling was not overly successful, an information
booth was manned throughout the day and we did show that irrespective of having had
prostate cancer we were still more than capable of getting out and having a good time.
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2010 Annual General Meeting.
The 2010 AGM was held at our October Monthly Meeting.
All positions on the Board were declared vacant and elections held.
All of the positions were filled.
The successful candidates were;
Alan Moran President, Gabrielle Moran Vice President, Ross Baker Secretary and Public
Officer, Frank Petersen Treasurer, Alan Howard Newsletter Editor, Ian Davis Librarian, Eric
Kent Web Master, Brett Sowerby, Mick Boyle and Robert Wittrien Directors. These members
are to be congratulated on taking up the positions.
Two new members are welcomed to the Board.
They are Secretary Ross Baker and Director Robert Wittrien.
Ross works for the Returned Serviceman’s League (The League itself, not the Club
organisation) and Robert is heavily involved in the local Rural Fire Service Brigade.
Outgoing Director, Richard Bennett is thanked for his involvement and efforts over the past
couple of years.
If you need to contact us, you can contact Ross with your emails. His email address is
rbaker@smartchat.net.au.
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Prostate Cancer Screening Study
On a recent Sunday (November, 28th) I found an advertisement in one of the newspapers
calling for men to participate in an online study about prostate cancer screening.
This study is designed to evaluate the information that is available online for men who may
be contemplating undergoing testing for prostate cancer. Men who have at least one close
blood relative who has been diagnosed with prostate cancer and are aged between 40 and
79 years are invited to participate.
To be eligible for the study you must not have had prostate cancer yourself.
You may have a close relative who fits this category.
The study is being conducted by researchers at the University of NSW in conjunction with the
Cancer Council of NSW. The study web site is ‘www.prostatescreening.org.au’
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Stop Press!
Rod Lowe, PCFA Ambassador NSW, and one of our members, has just been announced as the 2010
NSW Employee (Corporate) Volunteer of the Year.
This prestigious award is for those sponsored by their employers and are released from employment
to carry out volunteer activities. Nominations for this award relates to volunteers who carried out their
volunteering as part of an employee or corporate volunteering program. Rodney is employed by
Alcoa.
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Study of symptoms of pelvic floor muscle disfunction
Members who attended our November group meeting (Monday, 15th) were treated to an
informative and, at times, amusing evening.
Our guest speaker was Associate Professor Pauline Chiarelli from the Physiotherapy
department at the University of Newcastle.
A/Professor Chiarelli is undertaking a research study into the symptoms of pelvic floor muscle
dysfunction after prostate cancer treatment.
This study is being undertaken by the Centre for Rural Health and Community Development
at the University of South Australia and the Discipline of Physiotherapy at the University of
Newcastle.
After treatment for prostate cancer, including a prostatectomy (surgery of the prostate),
radiation therapy and/ or hormone therapy, many men may have symptoms of pelvic
floor muscle dysfunction. These problems include lower urinary tract symptoms,
bowel symptoms and /or erectile dysfunction. Pelvic floor muscle dysfunction can affect
day-to-day activities and quality of life.
As part of this study, symptoms of lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) for men after
prostate cancer treatment will also be investigated. Another aim of this research is to
investigate whether pelvic floor muscle dysfunction can be improved by using a
specifically designed DVD to help recovery from symptoms of pelvic floor muscle
dysfunction.
The information from the study will help researchers work out how soon men recover
from this condition after their operation and whether the self-help DVD can help
their recovery sooner.
The Pros tate Cancer Foundation (PCFA) is working towards making life better for men
with prostate cancer and, therefore, has agreed for its members to be approached to take
part in this study.
Group members were invited to take part in the study by filling out a survey form and
agreeing to undertake the exercise program outlined on the DVD. Follow up telephone
interviews will be conducted over coming months.
All members who agreed to take part in the study were given a copy of the DVD to keep. (I
am sure some of these DVDs will find their way into our Library for ongoing use of
members.)
A/Professor Chiarelli left a number of the survey forms with me. If anyone is interested in
participating in the study see me at the next group meeting.
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Disorder in the American Courts – No.1
ATTORNEY: Doctor, how many of your autopsies have you performed on dead people?
WITNESS: All of them.. The live ones put up too much of a fight
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Birthday Greetings
I recently celebrated a birthday.
I have the privilege of being part of a family with a sense of humour admittedly, at times, a strange
sense of humour.
I will share with you a couple of quotes from birthday cards I received.
From my sister,

“To my deafness I’m accustomed,
To my dentures I’m resigned,
I can manage my bifocals,
But Oh! How I miss my mind….’
(Can’t remember who wrote this.)

And from my daughter, (I really like this one):
‘Life is like riding a bicycle..
You don’t fall off unless you stop pedalling!’
So, everybody, KEEP PEDALLING!!

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Ten Commandments for Reducing Stress
1. Thou shalt not be perfect, or even try to be.
2. Thou shalt not try to be all things to all people.
3. Thou shalt leave things undone that ought to be done.
4. Thou shalt not spread thyself too thin.
5. Thou shalt learn to say ‘no’.
6. Thou shalt schedule time for thyself, and for thy supportive network.
7. Thou shalt switch off and do nothing regularly.
8. Thou shalt be boring, untidy, inelegant and unattractive at times.
9. Thou shalt not even feel guilty.
10. Especially thou shalt not be thine own worst enemy, but be thy best friend.
(Courtesy of Dr. Gillian Rothwell.)
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

What’s to Come
Group Meeting – Monday January 16thth
Open Forum

Group Meeting – Monday February 20th
To be Advised
Refer to local press closer to the date

Group Meeting – Monday March 20th
To be Advised
Refer to local press closer to the date
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A Laugh at Life !
‘ave a good weekend.

A new retirement plan

An elderly man and a beautiful young woman
walk into a jewellery shop in Sydney late one
Friday afternoon.

So you're a sick senior citizen and the
government says there is no nursing home
available for you - what do you do?

They walk up to the jeweller, “I want to buy the
most expensive diamond ring you have for this
young lady” says the man. The jeweller goes
out and comes back with a large diamond
encrusted ring. “This one is worth $5000.00”
he tells the man. The young woman is
obviously impressed, her eyelids flutter and
she breaks into a huge smile.

Our plan gives anyone 65 years or older a gun
and 4 bullets. You are allowed to shoot 2 MP’s
and 2 Ministers – not dead, just ‘wing’ them!
Of course, this means you will be sent to
prison where you will get 3 meals a day, a roof
over your head, central heating, and all the
health care you need! New teeth - no problem.
Need glasses, great. New hip, knees, kidney,
lungs, heart? All covered. (And your kids can
come and visit you as often as they do now).

“That’s not enough,” says the man. “Show me
your most expensive diamond necklace as
well.” The jeweller goes out and returns with a
huge necklace dripping with diamonds. “I can
let you have this, together with the ring for
$50,000.00,” says the owner.

And who will be paying for all of this? The
same government that just told you that you
they cannot afford for you to go into a home.
Plus, because you are a prisoner, you don't
have to pay any income taxes anymore.

By this time the young women is obviously
extremely impressed. Her mouth drops open
and she is unable to speak. “I’ll take it.“ says
the man. At this the young woman starts to
swoon and has to grip the man’s arm tightly to
stop her from falling over.

IS THIS A GREAT COUNTRY OR WHAT?

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Baby's First Doctor Visit .......
A woman and a baby were in the doctor's
examining room, waiting for the doctor to come
in for the baby's first check up.
The doctor arrived, and examined the baby,
checked his weight, and being a little
concerned, asked if the baby was breast-fed or
bottle-fed.
'Breast-fed,' she replied.
'Well, strip down to your waist,' the doctor
ordered.
She did so. He pinched her nipples, pressed,
kneaded, and rubbed both breasts for a while
in a very professional and detailed
examination.
Motioning to her to get dressed, the doctor
said,
'No wonder this baby is underweight. 'You
don't have any milk.'
‘I know that,' she said, 'I'm his Grandma, but
gee I'm really glad I came.'

The man gives the jeweller his bank account
details and says “I know that you have to
check my bank details, so if you can do that by
Monday morning and call me, we will come in
then and pick up the jewellery”.
This arrangement suited the jeweller so they
shook hands and the man and the young
woman walked out of the store arm in arm, the
young woman still smiling broadly.
Come Monday morning, the jeweller phones
the man, “I don’t know what you think you’re
playing at,” says the jeweller, “Your bank
account has nothing in it. You can’t possibly
pay for that jewellery.”
“I know that!” says the man. “Now do you want
to hear about the weekend that I have just
had!!!”
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Board Members of the Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group for 2011 are as follows:President :Vice President:Secretary :Assistant Secretary :Treasurer :Librarian :Newsletter Editor:Web Master :Committee Member :Committee Member :Committee Member :-

Alan Moran
Gabrielle Moran
Ross Baker
Vacant
Frank Petersen
Ian Davis
Alan Howard
Eric Kent
Bob Wittrien
Mick Boyle
Brett Sowerby

The Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Support Group Inc. is grateful for the support of its members and various
local groups. This enables us to produce this newsletter and cover other incidentals in the running of the group.
The Below the Belt ‘Zipper’ logo (Page 1) is copyrighted to Ms. Caroline Redwood and is used with her kind
permission
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Group.
The Group does not offer medical or other professional advice.
Articles presented in this or any other issues are presented only as a means of sharing information and
opinions with members.
It is important that health professionals should be consulted before making any decisions about any
treatments.
This newsletter has been compiled by Alan Howard from material culled or provided.
Contact:
email: nbmpcsgnews@gmail.com
Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group Web Site ‘www.prostatesupport.org.au
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